Action … by Scrapdolly
This is a really quick and
simple page that can
become as fancy as you
want it to be.
The supplies are limited
and it is the sort of page
you could leave quite plain
or dress up and go to town
with.
You can adapt this page to
suit any theme – the only
limit is your imagination.
The supplies given are for
this page here, but you can
adapt them in so many
different ways.
The great thing is it uses
scraps and part sheets of
papers! dig into that scraps
box and get creative.
Please remember this class
is provided free so please
don’t use it an call it your own. Share the blog address with friends so they can download
their own.
And once you have made your version, please share it by uploading it and do let me know
by sending me a PM or by posting on my blog.
(http://dollysdreamings.typepad.com ) The reason I love doing these classes is because I
love seeing what you all come up with.

Supplies
• One sheet of cardstock for the background and one sheet of black cardstock
• Scraps or part sheets of coordinating patterned papers.
• Chipboard/felt.vinyl, die cut letters
• Various buttons
• Embroidery floss
• Journalling spot or large scallop punch
• Journalling pen
• Journalling pens in black and white
• Scallop edge punches – optional
• 1 photo approx 7” x 5” and 3 photos 2 “ x 3”
• Stamnps and ink – optional
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I wanted a grungy edge to my page and so started off with stamping various border
and corner stamps (mine were Prima stamps) so they ran off the edge of the page.
When doing this just put a piece of scrap paper under the cardstock to take the
excess ink.
Make a border strip using strips of coordinating paper. I cut my first strip
approximately 2 inches wide and scalloped both edges using punches.
Mount this strip on black card leaving a small edge visible each side.
I then added two thin strips of contrasting paper along each edge.
Stick this border strip along the left hand side of the page.
Mount the large photo as shown in the picture
Stick the three smaller strips onto a strip of black cardstock to give a faux film strip
effect.
TIP You could use a negative strip for this or if you have a film strip die you could use
that so it gives a better illusion of the film strip with the white holes along each edge
I punched a scallop circle using a large scallop punch and journalled on that.
I mounted it on a black circle and then a circle cut from one of the contrasting papers.
The edges were doodled to give a little extra definition
Draw flowers on scraps of patterned papers, making sure they are not too neat and
even, and cut them out, adding them to the page.
Use buttons, threaded with embroidery thread, on some of the centres. Other options
would be to use beads, crystals, adhesive bling etc.
Add a title and, if wished, a quote.
If you can, please share what you have created. I’d love to see it.

